
The “Martech” Mashup
Marketing technology and how/why/when to support it 
The purchase and use of marketing technology tools (chatbots, preference centers, texting & chat, social 
listening, one-stop contact centers, CRM, lead conversion) at our institutions is rapidly growing in spend and 
number and complexity of tools. New marketing tools are data hungry, deeply integrated, and used in critical 
business processes. The landscape at institutions is often fragmented, poorly governed, and managed. Where 
is the role for IT? How can we partner with marketing across the business?
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Does technology under the umbrel la of “academics” have di f ferent pressures and needs 
than technology under the more tradit ional  administrat ive infrastructure?

Business-Technology Context

Cornell University



The technology foundation we have can’t support 
the future we need

1. Pressure to increase revenue requires new tools

2. IT is viewed as a cost to be reduced, not increased

3. Units buy their own tools 
– uncoordinated spend with no collective value
– problem of rich units vs. poor units

4. New tech places increased burden on existing technology foundation

5. Operational demands that IT cannot support



WHAT IS MARKETING?
from “How to Market a University”

The analysis, planning, implementation, and 
control of carefully formulated programs 
designed to bring about voluntary and 
satisfying exchanges of values with target 
markets for the purpose of achieving 
organizational objectives.

Philip Kotler,
Northwestern’s Kellogg School of Management

Flannery, Teresa. How to Market a University (Higher Ed Leadership Essentials) (p. 20). Johns Hopkins University Press



Challenges

There’s the technology: 

• advancing digital age
• demand for new types of 

engagement and digital 
assumptions

• doing more with less

• Falling college enrollment, 
particularly for lower-resourced 
students

• Covid-era public health dilemmas
• Doubts on the value of a degree
• Declining financial support for 

public institutions
• The student loan crisis
• Concerns about free speech / 

cancel culture
• Divergent viewpoints on equity, 

inclusion, and discrimination
• Sexual harassment and assault 

But also…



Statistics
About four-in-ten (38%) 
say they are having a 
negative impact – up 
from 26% in 2012.

Half of American adults think colleges 
and universities are having a positive 
effect on the way things are going in 
the country these days.

Between 2015 and 2018, the 
share of Americans saying they 
had a great deal or quite a lot of 
confidence in higher education 
dropped from 57% to 48%.

Religion, morality, and knowledge, being necessary to good government and the happiness 
of mankind, schools and the means of education shall forever be encouraged. --1787 / 1925



Traditional Component Transformational Component





How Enterprise Architecture can help with this

• Consider business architecture (not solution architecture) 
• Data! Data governance, quality, creating a solid data platform
• Help avoid CRM/Salesforce "smallpox" by ensuring duplicative tools 

aren't bought
• Thinking about what business processes fit in which tool
• Thinking about how the project management process changes
• Others?


